Nonadiabatic response of molecules to strong fields of picosecond, femtosecond, and subfemtosecond duration: an experimental study of the methane dication.
The double ionization of methane has been accomplished using strong optical fields that are generated using moderately intense lasers, and by strong fields that are induced by fast-moving, highly charged ions. In the former case laser intensities in the range 10(14) W cm(-2) generate fields whose durations are of 35 ps and 36 fs while in the latter case equivalent fields last for only 200-300 as. The dynamics of the field-ionized electrons are different in the two temporal regimes, fast (picoseconds), and ultrafast (few tens of femtoseconds and subfemtoseconds). Our experiments show that nonadiabatic effects come into play in the ultrafast regime; we directly monitor such effects by measuring the kinetic energy that is released when a specific bond in the doubly charged methane molecular ion breaks.